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About This Game

Control a high-speed bullet train (going 1000 kmph) across a dangerous rail network consisting of crazy loopings, corkscrews,
high altitude, huge drops and such. Work as an honest transporter and earn your income by transporting goods and people

between cities while defending yourself against packs of Marauders. Use your cash to upgrade your train with more wagons and
abilities. Claim and upgrade cities to boost your income. Or ... choose the pirate path and rob your way towards victory! The

first hypertrain to reach 50 wagons wins.

Features

world's first 1000 kmph hyper-speed train simulator. You need skill to drive this fast.

a vibrant world consisting of adventurous roads and huge cities to explore. Drive through dense forrests, across high
mountains and through chaotic metropolitan traffic.

perform cargo, passenger and assisination missions.

extend your train with various types of wagons. Add turret wagons to increase your firepower, add booster wagons to
increase speed, etc.

claim and upgrade a settlement and transform it into a huge metropolis to further boost your income.

earn extra cash by clearing Marauder nests, racing in time trials, exploring the map and hunting for bounty.
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get creative and use your hypertrain's build function to build massive 1000 kmph rollercoasters!

fluent 60Hz gameplay.
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Title: Hypertrain
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
nkm
Publisher:
Funcraft Games
Release Date: 28 Feb, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Dual Core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 750 / Radeon HD 6950 comparable GPU

Storage: 512 MB available space

English,Dutch,German,French
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1/10 - "censored...SKIP". If you want death to come and visit you, then this game is right for you.. First of all, this is not a game.
It is an interactive graphic novel. You may wish to try it in VR mode for the full immersion. This one is a bit of an Easter egg
hunt in a psychedelic world. It has some easy achievements if you are looking to increase your number of perfect games. One
word of caution, you can't un-experience the irony of the twist ending. When you realize what it is about it can get emotional.
Don't go into it expecting it to be a typical game, expect it to be tragedy and you may find it rewarding (if you like tragedy, that
it). I don't want to spoil it but I will say that it can be really touching to see someone else's misfortune from their point of view.
Especially when it is the point of view of a child.
. What if Phoenix Wright had commas instead of eyebrows?
Finished it in one breath. Simple story about a kindhearted Kappa that was accused of murder. The animation is captivating, and
everything else in this game is endearing. The atmosphere, soundtrack, characters and voice actors are just right. The puzzles are
simple enough for a kid to solve. I wish there were a sequel, one can dream. Who is that charming redheaded girl?
Sally reeks of sex appeal...I can swear on my mum this is not my slime this time. Must buy for anyone remotely interested in
couch gaming. I can see 100+ hours of brilliance in this title!
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This is a very good adaptation of the board version. In my opinion its really well spent money.. This is just a fantastic game. I do
recommend a gamepad. Spotted Shark Studio has done a fantastic job at making a platformer puzzle game. If you dont trust me
try the demo.. I originally wrote a bad review because the pet did not come with the food to level up the pet to 20. I was upset
because the description seemed misleading. However, A few days later one of the Devs reached out to me that this was not
intended and that they were going to make it right. Today I logged in and received the pet food AND 50 gems for the
misunderstanding. Any company that hastily admits a mistake and fixes it this fast is ok by me and I would happily recommend
this pet to anybody that might be interested.. This 3D top down strategy game was once one of the better examples of the genre,
unfortunately it's aged too badly to allow a recommendation, despite there being a "For windows" released version.

Technical problems abound - if you have SLI, prepare for merciless flickering. The engine is dated and was never made to be
scaleable - so you have one fixed resolution, and you can choose between "high" and "low" quality, and that's it. Pretty lame,
sadly.

Graphics wise - while dated, the graphics are discernable enough if you can survive the technical glitches.

Gameplay - it's quite playable, although not very fun and the controls now feel really clunky.

I think if the developers still have their hand out for Steam cash for this game, they need to put in the effort to update it for
modern PCs and fix the bugs.. Classic trading game about the Hanseatic League circa 1400 C.E. Graphics are 2003-era, and the
ship combat system is not the greatest. But if you can get past that, then this is worth geting on discount.. Putrefaction 2 Void
Walker is an early access first person shooter inspired by the FPS games of the 90s like Doom, Serious Sam or Duke Nukem.
This means you’re running around super fast shooting basically anything you see.
The shooting can feel a bit floaty due to the mouse acceleration but turning the sensitivity down helped a lot but even with this
the guns don’t feel great. They have very little feedback like recoil and while they’re reasonable modelled and animated some
more oomph behind them would go a long way. There’s no reloading either which removes some of the effort in the game since
you can basically shoot forever but this does go alongside the early FPS games so I’m not too concerned about that. The music is
decent as are the gun sounds and the enemies make your usual monstery grunts and stuff so that’s pretty solid. The enemies at
first look quite a lot like the Imps in Oblivion but they get more varied as you progress adding in guys with spears, shields, dog
things and so on. The shielders are cool since the shields block incoming fire a lot but the AI isn’t really clever enough to make
use of it but a little work could get a lot more out of them. I also found myself getting caught on corners of objects a lot and I
got stuck three times while jumping around causing me to go back to the last checkpoint.

The grammar is interesting too. A lot of unnecessary commas! The developer – a guy called Oleg Kazakov evidently isn’t an
English speaker so this isn’t too big of a concern either but something to look at before the full release. HE’s also responded to a
few Steam reviews already so it seems like he’s making a conscious effort to improve the game which is a good sign. Overall
though as far as first person shooters go, this is one of them. A clear homage to the FPS games of the 90s but also nothing really
remarkable but for under a fiver what would you expect?

If you want to watch my video review with some gameplay as well it's here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zOxii7MNvF4
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